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Blockchain has the
power to resolve
the paradox of
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innovation
Financial markets infrastructures (FMIs)
are not designed to be innovative. The
expansion of their role since the financial
crisis has also created regulatory
pressure to enhance safety, pre-empting
resources and decreasing the scope for
experimentation. Yet there are ample
opportunities to innovate with emerging
market infrastructures leading the way,
and pressures to innovate to survive,
especially in Europe. But the biggest driver
of innovation in FMIs, says Virginie O’Shea,
senior analyst at Aite Group, might well be
blockchain.
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‘‘European FMIs have little choice
but to change, if they are to survive.
The question is where to focus their
attention.’’
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Blockchain is rich in
revolutionary potential for FMIs

Limited (NSDL) in India is another
CSDs are being forced to cede
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‘‘Multiple applications of blockchain
are now being discussed, including
the securities clearing and settlement
functions currently performed by FMIs
and custodian banks.’’
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by encryption.
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This means blockchain technologies
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In principle, blockchain technologies
could lead to significant reductions
in the costs and risks of securities
settlement

and

asset-servicing

processes, such as corporate actions.
They could also diminish systemic
risk, because the distributed nature
of blockchain eliminates single points
of failure, with obvious implications
for SIFMUs subject to the CPMIIOSCO

Principles.

Implemented

effectively – and that is a big ‘if’ at
the moment – blockchain could open
FMIs up to much greater competition
by disrupting long-established vertical
silos. Perhaps FMIs and innovation are
not incongruent after all.
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